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A large-scale program in magnetospheric physics, including
active experiments by the Siple very-low-frequency (VLF)
transmitter and measurements made on the ground and in
balloons at Siple and its conjugate point, Roberval, and in
rockets at Siple, was carried out in the 1980-81 austral summer.
It was successful beyond expectation.

This article summarizes the Siple campaign, with emphasis
on the Nike-Tomahawk rocket results. Other reports in this
volume cover other programs in the campaign. New and sig-
nificant results were obtained by every participating experi-
ment.

The objectives of the campaign are set forth in table 1. Listed
in table 2 are the experiments. The rocket and balloon oper-
ations were specific to the campaign, as was the tracking
receiver/direction-finding operation at Siple; others are con-
tinuing programs. The latter were in continuous operation

Table 1. Objectives of the magnetospheric physics campaign

Observe and improve understanding of magnetospheric wave-
particle interactions from ultra low frequency to low frequency.
Obtain full-vector electromagnetic characterization of whistler-
made waves in situ in the ionosphere, including Poynting vector.
Observe and account for differences in form of whistler-mode
emissions as observed in the ionosphere and on the ground.
Measure the Jupiter very-low-frequency transmitter efficiency
below the ionosphere.
Observe and measure the efficiency of conversion from free-
space electromagnetic waves below the ionosphere to whistler-
mode waves in the ionosphere.

6. Estimate the extent over which ducted very-low-frequency waves
spread out between the duct exit point and ground- or balloon-
based receivers.

7. Compare data on waves, particles, and direct-current electric
fields observed simultaneously at Siple and its magnetic conju-
gate (Roberval, Quebec) and account for differences and simi-
larities in terms of an interaction model. Observe and account for
any effect of direct-current electric field on conjugacy.

through the summer. A total of 15 balloons were launched; in
one case, simultaneous observation of direct-current (dc) elec-
tric field was achieved at both ends of the field line. A variety
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Spectrograms of very-low-frequency (VLF) echoes and emissions
triggered by the Siple VLF transmitter, as observed in a Nike-
Tomahawk (N-I) rocket at Sipie and on the ground at both ends of
the field line (Si = Siple, RO = Roberval). Bx is a transverse com-
ponent of the magnetic field. The rocket was at 193 kilometers
altitude.
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Table 2. Experiments conducted during the magnetospheric physics campaign

Particles

Institution/principal
Site	Vehicle	Experiment	 investigator	Vehicle

Siple airborne	N-T rocket	Electron analyzer University of Maryland!	N-T rocket
Matthews

Balloon	Bremsstrahlung	University of Maryland!	N-T rocket
X-ray	 Rosenberg

Arcas rocket Bremsstrahlung	University of Houston!	N-T rocket
X-ray	 Sheldon

Balloon

Balloon

Siple ground-based -	Riometer	University of Maryland!	-
Rosenberg

Waves

Institution/principal
Experiment	investigator

VLF and DC	Cornell University/Kelley
vector E;
n!n

LF vector E	University of Oslo!
(40-250	Egeland
kilohertz)

VLF vector B	University of
Southampton!Rycroft

DC vector E;	University of Houston!
VLF receiver	Bering

VLF receiver	University of Oslo!
Egeland

"Jupiter" VLF Stanford University!
transmitter	Helliwell

VLF tracking	Stanford University!
receiver!DF	Helliwell

VLF broadband Stanford University!
receiver	Helliwell

Fluxgate	Bell Labs!Lanzerotti
magneto-
meter

Search-coil
	

University of New
magneto-	Hampshire!Arnoldy
meter	and University of

Minnesota/Cahill
Vector DC	University of California-

electric	Berkley!Mozer
field

VLF	Stanford University!
broadband	Helliwell
receiver

Fluxgate	Bell Labs!Lanzerotti
magneto-
metera

Search-coil	University of New
magneto-	Hampshire!Arnoldy
meter	and University of

Minnesota/Cahill

Conjugate region
	Balloon	Bremsstrahlung	University of	 Balloon

X-ray	 Wash ington!Parks

-	Riometer'	University of Maryland!	-
Rosenberg

Auroral
	

Stanford University!
photometer	Helliwell

HF sounder	Utah State University!
Stiles

a Longitudinal chain, L = 3-4.4.

of correlations was found on other flights among particle pre-
cipitation and VLF and ULF wave activity.

The rocket launches were made during periods of magne-
tospheric wave activity triggered by the Siple transmitter.
Interesting natural activity was also present on some of the
flights. By agreement in the field among the participating
scientists, the last Nike-Tomahawk rocket was reserved for a
"pure" condition of transmitter triggering, which was actually
attained a few days before termination of the campaign. Two
observations of transmitter-triggered emissions during this
flight are shown in the figure. The upper portion gives data
obtained while the transmitter was emitting 1-second steady
tones at four successively decreasing frequencies followed by
a rising ramp. After about 5.5 seconds, the amplified two-hop
echoes were seen at Siple in the rocket (top) and on the ground
(middle). The regularly spaced lines at about 0.3-second inter-
vals in the top trace were caused by vehicle rotation. The
triggered emissions seen on the ground were more structured,
while there was a marked, unique hiss component, triggered
at the lower frequencies, in the rocket data. At Roberval (bot-

tom), the one-hop structured emissions were different. A mul-
tiple whistler (a natural event unrelated to the transmitter)
seen from the rocket was almost undetectable on the ground.
This whistler may help determine where the plasmapause was
at the time.

The remarks about the triggered activity and the hiss also
apply to the lower portion of the figure, which shows a trans-
mitted slowly descending ramp. Additional remarkable fea-
tures are the 0.6-second periodic structure in the returning
wave at Siple (a structure not seen at Roberval), the linearly
descending tone starting near the end of the returning ramp,
and the presence of a second (four-hop) echo. Six-hop echoes
were also seen several times.

Telemetry and vehicles, plus ground station and launch
facilities and personnel for the Nike-Tomahawk rockets, were
provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center. Support for the
Superarcas launch operations was provided by NASA Wallops
Flight Center. The University of Maryland rocket work was
supported by NSF grant DPP 80-13722.
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